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Whenever critical decisions need to be 
made, Thales has a role to play.
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Whenever critical decisions need to 
be made, thales has a role to play.    

In a world that is increasingly mobile, interconnected 
and interdependent, the safety and security of citizens 
and nations, infrastructure and information depends 
on an individual’s and organisation’s ability to make 
the right decisions.

Around the world in the markets that Thales serves 
— defence, security, aerospace and transportation — 
these decisions are of critical importance.  

Thales provides critical decision-makers, users 
and operators with the best tools, technologies 
and resources to gather process and distribute 
information, helping to interpret complex situations, 
to make better informed decisions leading to better 
actions and outcomes.

Thales’s collaborative partnership philosophy and 
in-depth knowledge of the markets we serve drives 
the design and delivery of all of our solutions, and 
informs our innovations.

Our world-class technologies and the combined 
expertise of 67,000 employees, in 56 locally based 
country operations, make Thales a key player in 
assuring the security of citizens, infrastructure  
and nations.

thales australia and  
neW Zealand profile  

Thales is a major contributor to the Australian and  
New Zealand economies as a manufacturer, service 
provider and exporter, employer and developer of new, 
homegrown technologies and skills.  

Contributing to Australia’s and New Zealand’s growth, 
national security and resilience, across the region  
Thales delivers strategically important industrial activities  
and assets.

 Thales employs 3,300 people at key sites across 
Australia and New Zealand, with 50% located in 
regional Australia

 Continuous investment in local research, 
development and innovation

 Established partnerships across industry, 
government and leading Australian universities

 Proud national partner of Legacy Australia, caring 
for the families of incapacitated and  
deceased veterans. 
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thales’s role in australia and  
neW Zealand

 Thales is the only company in Australia able to 
manufacture and support:
•	 Protected vehicles: Bushmaster  

and Hawkei
•	Hi-tech underwater systems
•	Optronics and thermal imaging systems
•	 Small arms.

 Australia’s only in-country provider of Air 
Traffic	Management	(ATM)	systems,	supplying	
Australia’s civil aviation customer,  
Airservices Australia
•	 Proudly	exporting	advanced,	Australian	ATM	

capabilities and expertise to 50 countries —
including Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand and 
South Africa — generating over A$1 billion  
in exports.

 Delivering integrated, deployed and tactical 
secure IT communications systems and services 
for the Australian and New Zealand defence 
forces, national security agencies and  
critical industries
•	 Thales’s Next Generation Desktop enables 

multi level security and access protocols and 
reduces operational complexity and costs

•	 Thales provides encryption solutions to 
Australia and New Zealand’s largest banks 
and	financial	institutions.

 End-to-end operations of Australia’s largest ship 
repair and maintenance facility at Garden Island 
in Sydney.

 Explosive ordnance and munitions manufacture, 
storage and distribution services for the 
Australian and New Zealand defence forces.

	 Military	training	solutions,	including	simulation	
systems, on-site training services and operations.

 Ground transport systems focused on improving 
efficiency,	increasing	capacity	on	new	and	
existing infrastructure, and enhancing the 
experience of public transport  
customers, including:
•	Auckland Transport HOP - the integrated 

ticketing program in Auckland,  
New Zealand

•	 The onboard communications and 
surveillance systems for Sydney’s Waratah 
train	fleet.

 Advanced military aerospace, avionics and 
mission management systems.

 World-class capabilities in refurbishment and 
maintenance,	modification,	upgrade	and	
support for specialist vehicles and equipment.

together. smArter. sAfer.



thales australia – 7	Murray	Rose	Avenue,	Sydney	Olympic	Park,	NSW	2127,	Australia. 
E-mail: communications@thalesgroup.com.au - www.thalesgroup.com.au  
Thales	Australia	Limited	ABN	66	008	642	751
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defence
Thales solutions meet the growing demand from governments for integration of defence and security 
forces, in traditional defence environments and across the emerging environments of urban combat 
and cyber warfare.

Thales works in partnership to support Australia’s and New Zealand’s armed forces in accomplishing 
their missions and securing their strategic position in the region’s defence networks.

Our commitment is to provide solutions and systems, equipment and services which offer the 
interoperability and scalability needed for deployed forces to gain and maintain decision-making 
and operational superiority under all circumstances.

security
Working with our customers, Thales develops integrated, resilient solutions which help governments, 
security agencies and critical industries protect citizens and places, sensitive data and assets. 

Thales’s areas of strength include data-encryption and cyber-security, border protection and customs 
controls, CNI and major public event security.

Our commitment is to provide customers with solutions and value-added services which enable the 
unhindered	flow	of	citizens,	commerce	and	data	by	ensuring	the	most	appropriate	levels	of	security	
are established, maintained and protected.

aerospace
Thales	provide	air	traffic	management	solutions	and	systems,	equipment	and	services	to	support	
airlines,	air	traffic	controllers,	airports	and	civil	aviation	authorities	meet	the	challenges	of	growth,	
economic and environmental performance, safety, security and passenger comfort.

Our commitment is to provide, under extremely tight security constraints, the high performance 
electronic	systems	and	IT	solutions	that	crews	and	air	traffic	controllers	need	to	master	any	situation	
and take the right decisions at the right time. 

transportation
Thales transport solutions enable passenger and freight rail operators to get the most out of  
their infrastructure. 

Thales works with governments, operators and industry partners to master the growing complexity 
of transport networks, and provide services that improve interoperability, enhance passengers’ 
experiences	and	make	the	transportation	of	goods	more	efficient.

Our commitment is to provide our customers with the technological solutions and services they need 
to	operate	their	infrastructures	safely	at	higher	capacities	and	greater	efficiency,	allowing	passengers	
and goods to get to their destinations more quickly and at lower cost.

WHEnEvEr criTicAL dEciSionS nEEd To bE mAdE 
thAles hAs A role to plAy

Thales is a proud sponsor of Legacy.


